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Today 
– Laplacian mesh editing 
– As-rigid-as possible shape interpolation  
– Deformation transfer 
– Generalized Barycentric Coordinates



Editing shapes

• For animating rigid/articulated objects, we can 
use previous techniques like skinning 

• Let’s think of animating cloths, clay, rubber, soft 
tissues, dolls, etc



Editing shapes
• Usually, it is easier to edit a given shape rather 

than modeling it from the beginning   
• What is important when editing shapes?  
• Keeping the local information unchanged 

–For faces, the relative location of the eyes, 
nose, and mouth must be similar to the 
original mesh 
• As-rigid-as possible 
• Laplacian coordinates



Surface Editing 

• Must  
– Be fast (interactive rate) 
– Preserving the details  

– >  Differential coordinates – Laplacian coordinates 
–   Linear, invariant to scale, rotation [Sorkine ’04] 



Laplacian coordinates  

• Assuming all polygons are 
split into triangles 

• Every vertex vi is surrounded 
by a group of vertices Ni 

• Coordinate i will be 
represented by the difference 
between vi and the average of 
its neighbors 

•  The transformation between 
the Laplacian coordinates and 
the original vertices is linear 



Laplacian coordinates (2)
• Suppose the new position of the vertices are v'i 
• We want to keep the Laplacian coordinates the same after the 

deformation 

• T is a homogeneous transformation of scaling, rotation, and 
translation 



Laplacian coordinates (3)

• We also want to constrain the position of some 
points (keeping vi’ close to ui)  

• After all, we need to minimize the following 
function 

• This becomes a simple quadratic optimization 
problem 
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Solving a quadratic problem
Rewriting this problem, it becomes like 
                        
min || c - A x || 

The optimal x can be computed by solving  

A A x = A c

2
x

T T



Editing Surfaces by Keeping the Details

• The user specifies the region of interest (ROI) 
(the area to be edited) 

• The user directly moves some of the vertices  
• The rest of ROI is decided by minimizing the 

error function 



Some more …
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yn3P4EK8sYE&feature=channel_page



It is possible to add more constraints

• Sometimes the shape might shrink as we allow 
scaling for the transformation  

• It might be better to keep the volume the same 



Creating a Volumetric Graph

• Add internal vertices and edges  
• Compute and preserve the details for the internal structure



Some Results
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– Laplacian mesh editing 
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What if we want to interpolate 
different shapes?

– Not editing the shapes but need to morph it to 
the target shape



As-Rigid-As Possible Shape 
Interpolation [Alexa ’00]

• Interpolating the shapes of the two polygons 
so that each triangle (2D) / tetrahedron (3D) 
transformation appears as rigid as possible



Interpolating the shapes of triangles 
Represent the interpolation of triangles by 

rotation & scaling 

•              linear interpolation  

•              rotation & scaling               
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Background Knowledge: 
2x2 matrix

Scaling  

Rotation

A

A
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Transformation by 2x2 Matrix

If the matrix is symmetric, can be decomposed as 
  A = R Λ RT,   R orthogonal,  where Λ scaling matrix  
(true if A is symmetric) 
The eigenvectors of A are the axes of the ellipse

A
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Geometric analysis of linear transformations

If the matrix is symmetric, can be decomposed as 
  A = R Λ RT,   R orthogonal  (true if A is symmetric) 
The eigenvectors of A are the axes of the ellipse

RRT

Λ
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General linear transformations:  
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

In general A will also contain rotations, not just scales:

A

1 1
σ2

σ1

TA U V= ∑
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General Transformation : SVD

UVT

Σ

TA U V= ∑



Back to ARAP Deformation 
Least-Distorting Triangle-to-Triangle Morphing 

• Say the three vertices P=(p1,p2,p3)  are 
morphed to Q=(q1,q2,q3)  

We want to compute a transformation that 
produces      (q2-q1, q3-q1)=A (p2-p1, p3-p1)

• We can apply SVD to compute the scaling and 
rotation part.  

• A = R S 

rotation scaling

SR



Interpolation of the transformation matrix

The intermediate vertices will be computed by  
V(t)=A(t) P
A is decomposed into the rotation part R(t) and 

scaling part and S. 



Keeping the transformation similar 
to A{i,j,k} 

• We cannot just interpolate all the triangles 
independently  

• We need to move the vertices, not the triangles 
• A vertex configuration that minimizes the error 

between A and B is computed



Some 2D results 



3D objects 

• The method is applicable to polyhedra 
• Tetrahedralization is applied to polyhedra and 

the tetrahedra are morphed so that they are as 
rigid as possible 



More results 



As-rigid-as possible shape 
manipulation  [Igarashi et al. 05] 

• interactive manipulation of characters based on 
the “as-rigid-as-possible” concept  

• http://www-ui.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~takeo/research/rigid/index.html 
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1M_oyUEOHK8



Today 
– Laplacian mesh editing 
– As-rigid-as possible shape interpolation  
– Deformation transfer 
– Generalized Barycentric Coordinates
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Deformation Transfer

A standard approach to apply the deformation of 
one object to another  

Roni Oeschger, Nov. 2005

1

Deformation Transfer for 
Triangle Meshes

a  Paper (SIGGRAPH 2004) by Robert W. Sumner & Jovan Popovic

presented by Roni Oeschger

Source deformed Target deformed

Deformation

Transfer
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What does it do?

Given a source mesh in a reference pose and 
several deformations of it: 

Given another mesh, called Target in same reference 
pose:  
 

Roni Oeschger, Nov. 2005
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• Given a source mesh in a reference pose and 

several deformations of it:

• Given another mesh, called Target in same 
reference pose:
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What is it all about?
• Given a source mesh in a reference pose and 

several deformations of it:

• Given another mesh, called Target in same 
reference pose:
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What does it do?

Transfer the deformation to the target 

Reuse the deformation that was created with 
probably a lot of effort  

Roni Oeschger, Nov. 2005

4

What is it all about?
• Transfer the deformations to the target:

• Reuse of deformations which were probably 
created with a lot of effort
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No need of Skeleton

Deformation Transfer is purely 
mesh-based  

No need for an underlying 
skeleton structure  

Roni Oeschger, Nov. 2005
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Deformation Transfer
• Deformation Transfer is 

purely mesh-based

• No need for an underlying 
skeleton structure
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Not skeletal-driven deformations 
– non-rigid or facial deformations etc

Roni Oeschger, Nov. 2005
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Wider Area of Application
• Not skeletal-driven deformations

– non-rigid or facial deformations etc.
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Wider Area of Application
• Not skeletal-driven deformations

– non-rigid or facial deformations etc.
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Approach
Compute the deformation Q for every 
source triangle (orientation, scale, skew)  

• Apply Q to the corresponding target 
triangles
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Approach

Deformation based on per-triangle 
affine transformation  

Roni Oeschger, Nov. 2005
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Deformation Details
• Deformation based on per-triangle affine 

transformation

Qv1 + d = v1

v1

Source

v1

Deformed Source
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Deformation Gradient

“Deformation Gradient” Q depends on  
– triangle in reference pose 
– triangle in deformed pose  

Roni Oeschger, Nov. 2005

12

Deformation Details
• Deformation based on per-triangle affine 

transformation

Qv1 + d = v1

v1

Source

v1

Deformed Source
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Computing the Deformation 
Gradient

• Let vi and vi,  i ∈ 1...3,  be the undeformed and 
deformed vertices of the triangle

• We compute a fourth undeformed vertex as

• The deformation gradient can be then computed by 
 

To appear in SIGGRAPH 2004.

and skew of each triangle of the target shape. However, these ideal
transformations will not, in general, be consistent with respect to
one another: applied directly without modification, the transfor-
mations would not preserve the connectedness of the target mesh.
Therefore, to find the deformed target shape, deformation trans-
fer solves an optimization problem such that the ideal changes are
matched as closely as possible while maintaining consistency. The
retargeting process is numerically efficient, as the system of lin-
ear equations for a source/target pair can be factored and stored in
a precomputation step. Transferring a new deformation from the
source to the target requires only performing backsubstitution with
the stored factorization. Global properties such as foot placement
can be achieved using positional vertex constraints.

2 Background

Deformation transfer is a generalization of the concept introduced
by expression cloning, which transfers facial expressions from one
face mesh to another [Noh and Neumann 2001]. In this approach,
each expression is encoded with vertex displacements that define
the differences between the reference face and the expression face.
Expression cloning uses heuristics designed to adapt the direction
and scale of displacement vectors to account for faces of differing
shape and proportions. This representation and adaptation tech-
nique is specialized for the deformations that arise in facial expres-
sions. Our method transfers arbitrary nonlinear deformations by
computing an optimal global deformation of the target shape.

One way to represent such a global deformation is with a free-
form deformation [Sederberg and Parry 1986] in which a lattice of
control points induces a deformation on the enclosed space. With
this or a similar representation, any target mesh can be deformed
with ease by applying the global deformation to every mesh ver-
tex. The Inkwell 2D system uses precisely this strategy to animate
different 2D characters with the same set of hand-animated Coons
patches [Litwinowicz 1991]. However, this approach is harder to
generalize when the source deformation is not initially described
by a free-form deformation or a similar representation. In these
cases, the method must infer both the structure of the control lattice
and the position of its control points, or, less optimally, solve for
the control points of a specific lattice structure [Hsu et al. 1992].
A fixed lattice structure is not optimal, because a reasonably sized
lattice cannot express arbitrary nonlinear deformations of vertices
for every target mesh [Singh and Fiume 1998].

Deformation transfer resolves this problem by using locally
specified deformations [Barr 1984], which can define any global
nonlinear deformation of mesh vertices. This approach extends the
ideas from Alexa, Cohen-Or, and Levin’s [2000] shape interpola-
tion technique which maximizes the rigidity of a blended shape by
computing the optimal deformation of its interior. We show that
the interior of the target mesh need not be considered for transfer
of mesh deformation. Our boundary formulation has tremendous
practical advantages. It greatly simplifies the numerical complexity
of the transfer process and makes it easier to specify regions that
should move similarly.

The concept of deformation transfer can be posed as an anal-
ogy: given a pair of source meshes, S and S′, and a target mesh T ,
generate a new mesh T ′ such that the relationship between T and
T ′ is analogous to the relationship between S and S′. This form of
reasoning was used to transfer drawing styles between two curves
[Hertzmann et al. 2002]. Deformation transfer applies in the spe-
cific case where the relationship between S and S′ is a continuous
global deformation of the space and not an arbitrary relationship.
This specialization enables optimal reproduction of the source de-
formation on the target mesh. Furthermore, deformation transfer
does not require a common parameterization of the source and tar-
get meshes. Instead, it employs source and target meshes with
matching reference poses much like facial animation uses a neu-
tral face or skeleton-based techniques use a mesh in the T-pose.

When the deformation of a triangle mesh is purely skeleton-
driven, transfer is more straightforward. A simple technique known

as single-weight enveloping or skeleton-subspace deformation de-
forms mesh vertices by blending deformations of nearby skeleton
bones. New target meshes can be swapped in by binding their ver-
tices to the appropriate bones and setting the desired vertex weights.
Furthermore, the motion of the skeleton can be parameterized by
joint angles to define a set of natural control parameters for direct
animation of the mesh with keyframing, or for retargeting motion
from a skeleton of a different size and proportion [Gleicher 1998].
Deformation transfer is the first step toward the development of
similar techniques for the animation of meshes with non-skeletal
deformations or without an obvious skeletal structure. It general-
izes the binding concept, which maps the motion of mesh vertices
to the motion of a skeleton, by mapping deformations of the target
mesh to deformations of the source.

Deformation transfer can have an immediate impact on example-
based techniques, which currently rely on the artist to specify exam-
ple shapes. Pose-space deformation, for example, corrects the “col-
lapsing elbow” and other problems associated with simple skeleton-
driven deformations by enabling the artist to sculpt corrective de-
formations [Lewis et al. 2000]. Once these corrections have been
sculpted, deformation transfer can reduce the effort required to
adapt them to new meshes. Bregler et al.’s cartoon-capture tech-
nique encodes a motion in the coefficients of a linear combination
of meshes, which describe the animated character in a selection of
key poses [2002]. Mapping these motions onto a different character
requires an artist to recreate the new character in every single pose.
Deformation transfer requires only one pose for the new charac-
ter and automates the reproduction of the remaining poses. If the
entire configuration space of the character is described in this man-
ner [Ngo et al. 2000; Sloan et al. 2001], deformation transfer could
lead to a technique for mapping the articulation from one character
to another.

3 Deformation Transfer

The goal of deformation transfer is to transfer the change in shape
exhibited by the source deformation onto the target. We represent
the source deformation as a collection of affine transformations tab-
ulated for each triangle of the source mesh. We use this represen-
tation because the non-translational portion of each affine transfor-
mation encodes the change in orientation, scale, and skew induced
by the deformation on the triangle. However, the three vertices of
a triangle before and after deformation do not fully determine the
affine transformation since they do not establish how the space per-
pendicular to the triangle deforms. To resolve this issue, we add a
fourth vertex in the direction perpendicular to the triangle. Let vi
and ṽi, i ∈ 1 . . .3, be the undeformed and deformed vertices of the
triangle, respectively. We compute a fourth undeformed vertex as

v4 = v1 +(v2 −v1)× (v3 −v1)/
!
|(v2 −v1)× (v3 −v1)| (1)

and perform an analogous computation for ṽ4. We scale the cross-
product by the reciprocal of the square root of its length since
this causes the perpendicular direction to scale proportional to the
length of the triangle edges.

An affine transformation defined by the 3×3 matrix Q and dis-
placement vector d, which, for notational convenience, we write as
Q+d, transforms these four vertices as follows:

Qvi +d = ṽi, i ∈ 1 . . .4. (2)

If we subtract the first equation from the others to eliminate d and
rewrite them in matrix form treating the vectors as columns, we get
QV = Ṽ where

V = [v2 −v1 v3 −v1 v4 −v1]
Ṽ = [ṽ2 − ṽ1 ṽ3 − ṽ1 ṽ4 − ṽ1]

. (3)

A closed form expression for Q is given by

Q = ṼV−1. (4)

2
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and skew of each triangle of the target shape. However, these ideal
transformations will not, in general, be consistent with respect to
one another: applied directly without modification, the transfor-
mations would not preserve the connectedness of the target mesh.
Therefore, to find the deformed target shape, deformation trans-
fer solves an optimization problem such that the ideal changes are
matched as closely as possible while maintaining consistency. The
retargeting process is numerically efficient, as the system of lin-
ear equations for a source/target pair can be factored and stored in
a precomputation step. Transferring a new deformation from the
source to the target requires only performing backsubstitution with
the stored factorization. Global properties such as foot placement
can be achieved using positional vertex constraints.

2 Background

Deformation transfer is a generalization of the concept introduced
by expression cloning, which transfers facial expressions from one
face mesh to another [Noh and Neumann 2001]. In this approach,
each expression is encoded with vertex displacements that define
the differences between the reference face and the expression face.
Expression cloning uses heuristics designed to adapt the direction
and scale of displacement vectors to account for faces of differing
shape and proportions. This representation and adaptation tech-
nique is specialized for the deformations that arise in facial expres-
sions. Our method transfers arbitrary nonlinear deformations by
computing an optimal global deformation of the target shape.

One way to represent such a global deformation is with a free-
form deformation [Sederberg and Parry 1986] in which a lattice of
control points induces a deformation on the enclosed space. With
this or a similar representation, any target mesh can be deformed
with ease by applying the global deformation to every mesh ver-
tex. The Inkwell 2D system uses precisely this strategy to animate
different 2D characters with the same set of hand-animated Coons
patches [Litwinowicz 1991]. However, this approach is harder to
generalize when the source deformation is not initially described
by a free-form deformation or a similar representation. In these
cases, the method must infer both the structure of the control lattice
and the position of its control points, or, less optimally, solve for
the control points of a specific lattice structure [Hsu et al. 1992].
A fixed lattice structure is not optimal, because a reasonably sized
lattice cannot express arbitrary nonlinear deformations of vertices
for every target mesh [Singh and Fiume 1998].

Deformation transfer resolves this problem by using locally
specified deformations [Barr 1984], which can define any global
nonlinear deformation of mesh vertices. This approach extends the
ideas from Alexa, Cohen-Or, and Levin’s [2000] shape interpola-
tion technique which maximizes the rigidity of a blended shape by
computing the optimal deformation of its interior. We show that
the interior of the target mesh need not be considered for transfer
of mesh deformation. Our boundary formulation has tremendous
practical advantages. It greatly simplifies the numerical complexity
of the transfer process and makes it easier to specify regions that
should move similarly.

The concept of deformation transfer can be posed as an anal-
ogy: given a pair of source meshes, S and S′, and a target mesh T ,
generate a new mesh T ′ such that the relationship between T and
T ′ is analogous to the relationship between S and S′. This form of
reasoning was used to transfer drawing styles between two curves
[Hertzmann et al. 2002]. Deformation transfer applies in the spe-
cific case where the relationship between S and S′ is a continuous
global deformation of the space and not an arbitrary relationship.
This specialization enables optimal reproduction of the source de-
formation on the target mesh. Furthermore, deformation transfer
does not require a common parameterization of the source and tar-
get meshes. Instead, it employs source and target meshes with
matching reference poses much like facial animation uses a neu-
tral face or skeleton-based techniques use a mesh in the T-pose.

When the deformation of a triangle mesh is purely skeleton-
driven, transfer is more straightforward. A simple technique known

as single-weight enveloping or skeleton-subspace deformation de-
forms mesh vertices by blending deformations of nearby skeleton
bones. New target meshes can be swapped in by binding their ver-
tices to the appropriate bones and setting the desired vertex weights.
Furthermore, the motion of the skeleton can be parameterized by
joint angles to define a set of natural control parameters for direct
animation of the mesh with keyframing, or for retargeting motion
from a skeleton of a different size and proportion [Gleicher 1998].
Deformation transfer is the first step toward the development of
similar techniques for the animation of meshes with non-skeletal
deformations or without an obvious skeletal structure. It general-
izes the binding concept, which maps the motion of mesh vertices
to the motion of a skeleton, by mapping deformations of the target
mesh to deformations of the source.

Deformation transfer can have an immediate impact on example-
based techniques, which currently rely on the artist to specify exam-
ple shapes. Pose-space deformation, for example, corrects the “col-
lapsing elbow” and other problems associated with simple skeleton-
driven deformations by enabling the artist to sculpt corrective de-
formations [Lewis et al. 2000]. Once these corrections have been
sculpted, deformation transfer can reduce the effort required to
adapt them to new meshes. Bregler et al.’s cartoon-capture tech-
nique encodes a motion in the coefficients of a linear combination
of meshes, which describe the animated character in a selection of
key poses [2002]. Mapping these motions onto a different character
requires an artist to recreate the new character in every single pose.
Deformation transfer requires only one pose for the new charac-
ter and automates the reproduction of the remaining poses. If the
entire configuration space of the character is described in this man-
ner [Ngo et al. 2000; Sloan et al. 2001], deformation transfer could
lead to a technique for mapping the articulation from one character
to another.

3 Deformation Transfer

The goal of deformation transfer is to transfer the change in shape
exhibited by the source deformation onto the target. We represent
the source deformation as a collection of affine transformations tab-
ulated for each triangle of the source mesh. We use this represen-
tation because the non-translational portion of each affine transfor-
mation encodes the change in orientation, scale, and skew induced
by the deformation on the triangle. However, the three vertices of
a triangle before and after deformation do not fully determine the
affine transformation since they do not establish how the space per-
pendicular to the triangle deforms. To resolve this issue, we add a
fourth vertex in the direction perpendicular to the triangle. Let vi
and ṽi, i ∈ 1 . . .3, be the undeformed and deformed vertices of the
triangle, respectively. We compute a fourth undeformed vertex as

v4 = v1 +(v2 −v1)× (v3 −v1)/
!
|(v2 −v1)× (v3 −v1)| (1)

and perform an analogous computation for ṽ4. We scale the cross-
product by the reciprocal of the square root of its length since
this causes the perpendicular direction to scale proportional to the
length of the triangle edges.

An affine transformation defined by the 3×3 matrix Q and dis-
placement vector d, which, for notational convenience, we write as
Q+d, transforms these four vertices as follows:

Qvi +d = ṽi, i ∈ 1 . . .4. (2)

If we subtract the first equation from the others to eliminate d and
rewrite them in matrix form treating the vectors as columns, we get
QV = Ṽ where

V = [v2 −v1 v3 −v1 v4 −v1]
Ṽ = [ṽ2 − ṽ1 ṽ3 − ṽ1 ṽ4 − ṽ1]

. (3)

A closed form expression for Q is given by

Q = ṼV−1. (4)
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and skew of each triangle of the target shape. However, these ideal
transformations will not, in general, be consistent with respect to
one another: applied directly without modification, the transfor-
mations would not preserve the connectedness of the target mesh.
Therefore, to find the deformed target shape, deformation trans-
fer solves an optimization problem such that the ideal changes are
matched as closely as possible while maintaining consistency. The
retargeting process is numerically efficient, as the system of lin-
ear equations for a source/target pair can be factored and stored in
a precomputation step. Transferring a new deformation from the
source to the target requires only performing backsubstitution with
the stored factorization. Global properties such as foot placement
can be achieved using positional vertex constraints.

2 Background

Deformation transfer is a generalization of the concept introduced
by expression cloning, which transfers facial expressions from one
face mesh to another [Noh and Neumann 2001]. In this approach,
each expression is encoded with vertex displacements that define
the differences between the reference face and the expression face.
Expression cloning uses heuristics designed to adapt the direction
and scale of displacement vectors to account for faces of differing
shape and proportions. This representation and adaptation tech-
nique is specialized for the deformations that arise in facial expres-
sions. Our method transfers arbitrary nonlinear deformations by
computing an optimal global deformation of the target shape.

One way to represent such a global deformation is with a free-
form deformation [Sederberg and Parry 1986] in which a lattice of
control points induces a deformation on the enclosed space. With
this or a similar representation, any target mesh can be deformed
with ease by applying the global deformation to every mesh ver-
tex. The Inkwell 2D system uses precisely this strategy to animate
different 2D characters with the same set of hand-animated Coons
patches [Litwinowicz 1991]. However, this approach is harder to
generalize when the source deformation is not initially described
by a free-form deformation or a similar representation. In these
cases, the method must infer both the structure of the control lattice
and the position of its control points, or, less optimally, solve for
the control points of a specific lattice structure [Hsu et al. 1992].
A fixed lattice structure is not optimal, because a reasonably sized
lattice cannot express arbitrary nonlinear deformations of vertices
for every target mesh [Singh and Fiume 1998].

Deformation transfer resolves this problem by using locally
specified deformations [Barr 1984], which can define any global
nonlinear deformation of mesh vertices. This approach extends the
ideas from Alexa, Cohen-Or, and Levin’s [2000] shape interpola-
tion technique which maximizes the rigidity of a blended shape by
computing the optimal deformation of its interior. We show that
the interior of the target mesh need not be considered for transfer
of mesh deformation. Our boundary formulation has tremendous
practical advantages. It greatly simplifies the numerical complexity
of the transfer process and makes it easier to specify regions that
should move similarly.

The concept of deformation transfer can be posed as an anal-
ogy: given a pair of source meshes, S and S′, and a target mesh T ,
generate a new mesh T ′ such that the relationship between T and
T ′ is analogous to the relationship between S and S′. This form of
reasoning was used to transfer drawing styles between two curves
[Hertzmann et al. 2002]. Deformation transfer applies in the spe-
cific case where the relationship between S and S′ is a continuous
global deformation of the space and not an arbitrary relationship.
This specialization enables optimal reproduction of the source de-
formation on the target mesh. Furthermore, deformation transfer
does not require a common parameterization of the source and tar-
get meshes. Instead, it employs source and target meshes with
matching reference poses much like facial animation uses a neu-
tral face or skeleton-based techniques use a mesh in the T-pose.

When the deformation of a triangle mesh is purely skeleton-
driven, transfer is more straightforward. A simple technique known

as single-weight enveloping or skeleton-subspace deformation de-
forms mesh vertices by blending deformations of nearby skeleton
bones. New target meshes can be swapped in by binding their ver-
tices to the appropriate bones and setting the desired vertex weights.
Furthermore, the motion of the skeleton can be parameterized by
joint angles to define a set of natural control parameters for direct
animation of the mesh with keyframing, or for retargeting motion
from a skeleton of a different size and proportion [Gleicher 1998].
Deformation transfer is the first step toward the development of
similar techniques for the animation of meshes with non-skeletal
deformations or without an obvious skeletal structure. It general-
izes the binding concept, which maps the motion of mesh vertices
to the motion of a skeleton, by mapping deformations of the target
mesh to deformations of the source.

Deformation transfer can have an immediate impact on example-
based techniques, which currently rely on the artist to specify exam-
ple shapes. Pose-space deformation, for example, corrects the “col-
lapsing elbow” and other problems associated with simple skeleton-
driven deformations by enabling the artist to sculpt corrective de-
formations [Lewis et al. 2000]. Once these corrections have been
sculpted, deformation transfer can reduce the effort required to
adapt them to new meshes. Bregler et al.’s cartoon-capture tech-
nique encodes a motion in the coefficients of a linear combination
of meshes, which describe the animated character in a selection of
key poses [2002]. Mapping these motions onto a different character
requires an artist to recreate the new character in every single pose.
Deformation transfer requires only one pose for the new charac-
ter and automates the reproduction of the remaining poses. If the
entire configuration space of the character is described in this man-
ner [Ngo et al. 2000; Sloan et al. 2001], deformation transfer could
lead to a technique for mapping the articulation from one character
to another.

3 Deformation Transfer

The goal of deformation transfer is to transfer the change in shape
exhibited by the source deformation onto the target. We represent
the source deformation as a collection of affine transformations tab-
ulated for each triangle of the source mesh. We use this represen-
tation because the non-translational portion of each affine transfor-
mation encodes the change in orientation, scale, and skew induced
by the deformation on the triangle. However, the three vertices of
a triangle before and after deformation do not fully determine the
affine transformation since they do not establish how the space per-
pendicular to the triangle deforms. To resolve this issue, we add a
fourth vertex in the direction perpendicular to the triangle. Let vi
and ṽi, i ∈ 1 . . .3, be the undeformed and deformed vertices of the
triangle, respectively. We compute a fourth undeformed vertex as

v4 = v1 +(v2 −v1)× (v3 −v1)/
!
|(v2 −v1)× (v3 −v1)| (1)

and perform an analogous computation for ṽ4. We scale the cross-
product by the reciprocal of the square root of its length since
this causes the perpendicular direction to scale proportional to the
length of the triangle edges.

An affine transformation defined by the 3×3 matrix Q and dis-
placement vector d, which, for notational convenience, we write as
Q+d, transforms these four vertices as follows:

Qvi +d = ṽi, i ∈ 1 . . .4. (2)

If we subtract the first equation from the others to eliminate d and
rewrite them in matrix form treating the vectors as columns, we get
QV = Ṽ where

V = [v2 −v1 v3 −v1 v4 −v1]
Ṽ = [ṽ2 − ṽ1 ṽ3 − ṽ1 ṽ4 − ṽ1]

. (3)

A closed form expression for Q is given by

Q = ṼV−1. (4)

2
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What happens if we apply Q to the 
target mesh? 

Roni Oeschger, Nov. 2005
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What is it all about?
• Given a source mesh in a reference pose and 

several deformations of it:

• Given another mesh, called Target in same 
reference pose:
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What is it all about?
• Given a source mesh in a reference pose and 

several deformations of it:

• Given another mesh, called Target in same 
reference pose:
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Deformation Details
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Resulting Meshes  

Leads to holes in the resulting mesh(B)  
Because each triangle is transformed 
independently… 
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• Preservation of consistency leads to a optimization 
problem:  
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Vertex Optimization

• Use the vertices as the variables 
• Optimize the vertex locations such that the 

• deformation gradient of the source S and 
• deformation gradient of the target T are as 

similar as possible 
• We solve the following quadratic problem: 
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Given this definition, we rewrite the minimization problem as

min
ṽ1...ṽn

|M|

∑
j=1

!!Ss j −Tt j

!!2
F . (8)

Since the target transformations are defined in terms of the un-
known deformed target vertices, the minimization is over the ver-
tices themselves and the continuity constraints are implicitly satis-
fied. Positional vertex constraints can be enforced by simply treat-
ing a vertex as a constant rather than as a free variable.

The solution to this optimization problem is the solution to a
system of linear equations. Rewriting the problem in matrix form
yields

min
ṽ1...ṽn

||c−Ax̃||22 (9)

where x̃ is a vector of the unknown deformed vertex locations, c is
a vector containing entries from the source transformations, and A
is a large, sparse matrix that relates x̃ to c. Setting the gradient of
the objective function to zero gives the familiar normal equations:

ATAx̃ = ATc (10)

The entries in A depend only on the target mesh’s undeformed ver-
tex locations. Furthermore, the system is separable in the spatial
dimension of the vertices. Thus, for each source/target pair, we
compute and store the LU factorization of ATA only once. Retar-
geting any source deformation onto the target mesh only requires
performing backsubstitution to solve separately for the x, y, and z
components of the deformed target vertices. For efficiency, we use
a sparse LU solver [Davis 2003]. Since the columns of A corre-
spond to the unknown deformed target vertices, and since we add
an extra vertex for each triangle, the number of columns of A (and
hence the number rows and columns of ATA) is equal to the number
of vertices plus the number of triangles of the target mesh. Table 1
lists the vertex and triangle counts for the meshes in this paper, and
Table 2 lists the factorization and average backsubstitution times.

5 Correspondence

The correspondence between the source and target triangles defines
how the deformation of the source mesh should be transferred to
the target. We aid the creation of this mapping with a tool that auto-
matically computes the triangle correspondence from a small set of
m user selected marker points. Our correspondence technique is an
iterated closest point algorithm with regularization, aided by user
selected marker points, that deforms the source mesh into the target
mesh. Then, it computes the triangle correspondence by search-
ing for pairs of source and target triangles whose centroids are in
close proximity. Figure 4 illustrates this process. Our correspon-
dence system is similar to the template fitting procedure described
by Allen, Curless, and Popović [2003] but developed in the context
of our numerical framework.

The correspondence system solves a minimization problem sim-
ilar to the one we use for deformation transfer, but the objective
function is designed to deform one mesh into the other, rather than
deforming it like the other deforms. The user controls the deforma-
tion by supplying a set of marker points specified as pairs of source
and target vertex indices. Each pair indicates that the source ver-
tex, after deformation, should match the location of the target ver-
tex. These markers are enforced as constraints in the minimization.
The objective function contains a term that enforces deformation
smoothness, one that prevents over smoothing, and one that moves
the source vertices to the target mesh.

Deformation smoothness, ES, indicates that the transformations
for adjacent triangles should be equal. For a mesh with n vertices,
we let T be the set of triangle indices and T1 +d1 . . .T|T | +d|T | be
the affine transformations that define the deformation. Then,

ES(v1 . . .vn) =
|T |

∑
i=1

∑
j∈adj(i)

||Ti −T j||2F . (11)

A B C D

Figure 4: The correspondence algorithm deforms the source mesh
into the target, controlled by user selected marker points shown in
yellow. (A) Target mesh. (B) Source mesh. (C) Source mesh after
the first phase of deformation where the closest valid point term
is ignored. (D) Final deformed mesh using all three terms of the
objective function.

Here, T1, . . . ,T|T | are defined in terms of the target vertices accord-
ing to Equation 4, and adj(i) is the set of triangles adjacent to tri-
angle i. Note that this term is minimized when the change in defor-
mation, and not the mesh itself, is smooth. For example, regardless
of the smoothness of the mesh, any rigid transformation applied to
all triangles is a valid minimum for ES.

Deformation identity, EI , is minimized when all transformations
are equal to the identity matrix:

EI(v1 . . .vn) =
|T |

∑
i=1

||Ti − I||2F . (12)

The purpose of this term is to prevent the deformation smoothness
term from generating a drastic change in the shape of the mesh in
order to achieve optimal smoothness.

The closest valid point term, EC, indicates that the position of
each vertex of the source mesh should be equal to the closest valid
point on the target mesh.

EC(v1 . . .vn,c1 . . .cn) =
n

∑
i=1

||vi − ci||2, (13)

where ci is the closest valid point on the source mesh to target vertex
i. When computing the closest valid point, vertex normals of the
source mesh are compared with triangle normals of the target mesh
and a difference in orientation of less than 90◦ indicates a valid
point. A grid-based spatial sorting algorithm accelerates the closest
point computation.

To compute the deformed vertices ṽ1 . . . ṽn of the source mesh,
we define the following minimization problem

min
ṽ1...ṽn

E(v1 . . .vn,c1 . . .cn) = wSES +wIEI +wCEC

subject to ṽsk = mk, k ∈ 1 . . .m
(14)

where wS, wI , and wC are weights, sk is the source vertex index for
marker k, and mk is the position of marker k on the target mesh. We
solve this minimization in two phases. In the first phase, we ignore
the closet point term by using weights wS = 1.0, wI = 0.001, and
wC = 0. We solve the problem for the deformed source mesh (Fig-
ure 4 B). The marker points of the deformed mesh will match ex-
actly since they are specified as constraints, and the rest of the mesh
will be carried along by the smoothness and identity terms. We use
this initial estimation to compute a set of valid closest points. Then,
in the second phase, we solve the same problem increasing wC each
time and updating the closest points after each iteration. Preserving
wS = 1.0 and wI = 0.001 while increasing wC in four steps from
1.0 to 5000.0 produced good results in our tests. Each time the
minimization problem is solved, the source mesh is deformed from
its original undeformed state. Since wC increases, the source mesh
more closely approximates the target mesh after each iteration (Fig-
ure 4 C).

Once the source mesh has been deformed to match the shape of
the target mesh, we compute the triangle correspondences by com-
paring the centroids of the deformed source and target triangles.

4
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Vertex Optimization (2)
Remember deformation gradient is computed by  

V is known, V  is unknown for T 
So T is linear with respect to V 
Thus the following equation is a quadratic 

optimization problem with respect to V
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Given this definition, we rewrite the minimization problem as

min
ṽ1...ṽn

|M|

∑
j=1

!!Ss j −Tt j

!!2
F . (8)

Since the target transformations are defined in terms of the un-
known deformed target vertices, the minimization is over the ver-
tices themselves and the continuity constraints are implicitly satis-
fied. Positional vertex constraints can be enforced by simply treat-
ing a vertex as a constant rather than as a free variable.

The solution to this optimization problem is the solution to a
system of linear equations. Rewriting the problem in matrix form
yields

min
ṽ1...ṽn

||c−Ax̃||22 (9)

where x̃ is a vector of the unknown deformed vertex locations, c is
a vector containing entries from the source transformations, and A
is a large, sparse matrix that relates x̃ to c. Setting the gradient of
the objective function to zero gives the familiar normal equations:

ATAx̃ = ATc (10)

The entries in A depend only on the target mesh’s undeformed ver-
tex locations. Furthermore, the system is separable in the spatial
dimension of the vertices. Thus, for each source/target pair, we
compute and store the LU factorization of ATA only once. Retar-
geting any source deformation onto the target mesh only requires
performing backsubstitution to solve separately for the x, y, and z
components of the deformed target vertices. For efficiency, we use
a sparse LU solver [Davis 2003]. Since the columns of A corre-
spond to the unknown deformed target vertices, and since we add
an extra vertex for each triangle, the number of columns of A (and
hence the number rows and columns of ATA) is equal to the number
of vertices plus the number of triangles of the target mesh. Table 1
lists the vertex and triangle counts for the meshes in this paper, and
Table 2 lists the factorization and average backsubstitution times.

5 Correspondence

The correspondence between the source and target triangles defines
how the deformation of the source mesh should be transferred to
the target. We aid the creation of this mapping with a tool that auto-
matically computes the triangle correspondence from a small set of
m user selected marker points. Our correspondence technique is an
iterated closest point algorithm with regularization, aided by user
selected marker points, that deforms the source mesh into the target
mesh. Then, it computes the triangle correspondence by search-
ing for pairs of source and target triangles whose centroids are in
close proximity. Figure 4 illustrates this process. Our correspon-
dence system is similar to the template fitting procedure described
by Allen, Curless, and Popović [2003] but developed in the context
of our numerical framework.

The correspondence system solves a minimization problem sim-
ilar to the one we use for deformation transfer, but the objective
function is designed to deform one mesh into the other, rather than
deforming it like the other deforms. The user controls the deforma-
tion by supplying a set of marker points specified as pairs of source
and target vertex indices. Each pair indicates that the source ver-
tex, after deformation, should match the location of the target ver-
tex. These markers are enforced as constraints in the minimization.
The objective function contains a term that enforces deformation
smoothness, one that prevents over smoothing, and one that moves
the source vertices to the target mesh.

Deformation smoothness, ES, indicates that the transformations
for adjacent triangles should be equal. For a mesh with n vertices,
we let T be the set of triangle indices and T1 +d1 . . .T|T | +d|T | be
the affine transformations that define the deformation. Then,

ES(v1 . . .vn) =
|T |

∑
i=1

∑
j∈adj(i)

||Ti −T j||2F . (11)
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Figure 4: The correspondence algorithm deforms the source mesh
into the target, controlled by user selected marker points shown in
yellow. (A) Target mesh. (B) Source mesh. (C) Source mesh after
the first phase of deformation where the closest valid point term
is ignored. (D) Final deformed mesh using all three terms of the
objective function.

Here, T1, . . . ,T|T | are defined in terms of the target vertices accord-
ing to Equation 4, and adj(i) is the set of triangles adjacent to tri-
angle i. Note that this term is minimized when the change in defor-
mation, and not the mesh itself, is smooth. For example, regardless
of the smoothness of the mesh, any rigid transformation applied to
all triangles is a valid minimum for ES.

Deformation identity, EI , is minimized when all transformations
are equal to the identity matrix:

EI(v1 . . .vn) =
|T |

∑
i=1

||Ti − I||2F . (12)

The purpose of this term is to prevent the deformation smoothness
term from generating a drastic change in the shape of the mesh in
order to achieve optimal smoothness.

The closest valid point term, EC, indicates that the position of
each vertex of the source mesh should be equal to the closest valid
point on the target mesh.

EC(v1 . . .vn,c1 . . .cn) =
n

∑
i=1

||vi − ci||2, (13)

where ci is the closest valid point on the source mesh to target vertex
i. When computing the closest valid point, vertex normals of the
source mesh are compared with triangle normals of the target mesh
and a difference in orientation of less than 90◦ indicates a valid
point. A grid-based spatial sorting algorithm accelerates the closest
point computation.

To compute the deformed vertices ṽ1 . . . ṽn of the source mesh,
we define the following minimization problem

min
ṽ1...ṽn

E(v1 . . .vn,c1 . . .cn) = wSES +wIEI +wCEC

subject to ṽsk = mk, k ∈ 1 . . .m
(14)

where wS, wI , and wC are weights, sk is the source vertex index for
marker k, and mk is the position of marker k on the target mesh. We
solve this minimization in two phases. In the first phase, we ignore
the closet point term by using weights wS = 1.0, wI = 0.001, and
wC = 0. We solve the problem for the deformed source mesh (Fig-
ure 4 B). The marker points of the deformed mesh will match ex-
actly since they are specified as constraints, and the rest of the mesh
will be carried along by the smoothness and identity terms. We use
this initial estimation to compute a set of valid closest points. Then,
in the second phase, we solve the same problem increasing wC each
time and updating the closest points after each iteration. Preserving
wS = 1.0 and wI = 0.001 while increasing wC in four steps from
1.0 to 5000.0 produced good results in our tests. Each time the
minimization problem is solved, the source mesh is deformed from
its original undeformed state. Since wC increases, the source mesh
more closely approximates the target mesh after each iteration (Fig-
ure 4 C).

Once the source mesh has been deformed to match the shape of
the target mesh, we compute the triangle correspondences by com-
paring the centroids of the deformed source and target triangles.
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and skew of each triangle of the target shape. However, these ideal
transformations will not, in general, be consistent with respect to
one another: applied directly without modification, the transfor-
mations would not preserve the connectedness of the target mesh.
Therefore, to find the deformed target shape, deformation trans-
fer solves an optimization problem such that the ideal changes are
matched as closely as possible while maintaining consistency. The
retargeting process is numerically efficient, as the system of lin-
ear equations for a source/target pair can be factored and stored in
a precomputation step. Transferring a new deformation from the
source to the target requires only performing backsubstitution with
the stored factorization. Global properties such as foot placement
can be achieved using positional vertex constraints.

2 Background

Deformation transfer is a generalization of the concept introduced
by expression cloning, which transfers facial expressions from one
face mesh to another [Noh and Neumann 2001]. In this approach,
each expression is encoded with vertex displacements that define
the differences between the reference face and the expression face.
Expression cloning uses heuristics designed to adapt the direction
and scale of displacement vectors to account for faces of differing
shape and proportions. This representation and adaptation tech-
nique is specialized for the deformations that arise in facial expres-
sions. Our method transfers arbitrary nonlinear deformations by
computing an optimal global deformation of the target shape.

One way to represent such a global deformation is with a free-
form deformation [Sederberg and Parry 1986] in which a lattice of
control points induces a deformation on the enclosed space. With
this or a similar representation, any target mesh can be deformed
with ease by applying the global deformation to every mesh ver-
tex. The Inkwell 2D system uses precisely this strategy to animate
different 2D characters with the same set of hand-animated Coons
patches [Litwinowicz 1991]. However, this approach is harder to
generalize when the source deformation is not initially described
by a free-form deformation or a similar representation. In these
cases, the method must infer both the structure of the control lattice
and the position of its control points, or, less optimally, solve for
the control points of a specific lattice structure [Hsu et al. 1992].
A fixed lattice structure is not optimal, because a reasonably sized
lattice cannot express arbitrary nonlinear deformations of vertices
for every target mesh [Singh and Fiume 1998].

Deformation transfer resolves this problem by using locally
specified deformations [Barr 1984], which can define any global
nonlinear deformation of mesh vertices. This approach extends the
ideas from Alexa, Cohen-Or, and Levin’s [2000] shape interpola-
tion technique which maximizes the rigidity of a blended shape by
computing the optimal deformation of its interior. We show that
the interior of the target mesh need not be considered for transfer
of mesh deformation. Our boundary formulation has tremendous
practical advantages. It greatly simplifies the numerical complexity
of the transfer process and makes it easier to specify regions that
should move similarly.

The concept of deformation transfer can be posed as an anal-
ogy: given a pair of source meshes, S and S′, and a target mesh T ,
generate a new mesh T ′ such that the relationship between T and
T ′ is analogous to the relationship between S and S′. This form of
reasoning was used to transfer drawing styles between two curves
[Hertzmann et al. 2002]. Deformation transfer applies in the spe-
cific case where the relationship between S and S′ is a continuous
global deformation of the space and not an arbitrary relationship.
This specialization enables optimal reproduction of the source de-
formation on the target mesh. Furthermore, deformation transfer
does not require a common parameterization of the source and tar-
get meshes. Instead, it employs source and target meshes with
matching reference poses much like facial animation uses a neu-
tral face or skeleton-based techniques use a mesh in the T-pose.

When the deformation of a triangle mesh is purely skeleton-
driven, transfer is more straightforward. A simple technique known

as single-weight enveloping or skeleton-subspace deformation de-
forms mesh vertices by blending deformations of nearby skeleton
bones. New target meshes can be swapped in by binding their ver-
tices to the appropriate bones and setting the desired vertex weights.
Furthermore, the motion of the skeleton can be parameterized by
joint angles to define a set of natural control parameters for direct
animation of the mesh with keyframing, or for retargeting motion
from a skeleton of a different size and proportion [Gleicher 1998].
Deformation transfer is the first step toward the development of
similar techniques for the animation of meshes with non-skeletal
deformations or without an obvious skeletal structure. It general-
izes the binding concept, which maps the motion of mesh vertices
to the motion of a skeleton, by mapping deformations of the target
mesh to deformations of the source.

Deformation transfer can have an immediate impact on example-
based techniques, which currently rely on the artist to specify exam-
ple shapes. Pose-space deformation, for example, corrects the “col-
lapsing elbow” and other problems associated with simple skeleton-
driven deformations by enabling the artist to sculpt corrective de-
formations [Lewis et al. 2000]. Once these corrections have been
sculpted, deformation transfer can reduce the effort required to
adapt them to new meshes. Bregler et al.’s cartoon-capture tech-
nique encodes a motion in the coefficients of a linear combination
of meshes, which describe the animated character in a selection of
key poses [2002]. Mapping these motions onto a different character
requires an artist to recreate the new character in every single pose.
Deformation transfer requires only one pose for the new charac-
ter and automates the reproduction of the remaining poses. If the
entire configuration space of the character is described in this man-
ner [Ngo et al. 2000; Sloan et al. 2001], deformation transfer could
lead to a technique for mapping the articulation from one character
to another.

3 Deformation Transfer

The goal of deformation transfer is to transfer the change in shape
exhibited by the source deformation onto the target. We represent
the source deformation as a collection of affine transformations tab-
ulated for each triangle of the source mesh. We use this represen-
tation because the non-translational portion of each affine transfor-
mation encodes the change in orientation, scale, and skew induced
by the deformation on the triangle. However, the three vertices of
a triangle before and after deformation do not fully determine the
affine transformation since they do not establish how the space per-
pendicular to the triangle deforms. To resolve this issue, we add a
fourth vertex in the direction perpendicular to the triangle. Let vi
and ṽi, i ∈ 1 . . .3, be the undeformed and deformed vertices of the
triangle, respectively. We compute a fourth undeformed vertex as

v4 = v1 +(v2 −v1)× (v3 −v1)/
!
|(v2 −v1)× (v3 −v1)| (1)

and perform an analogous computation for ṽ4. We scale the cross-
product by the reciprocal of the square root of its length since
this causes the perpendicular direction to scale proportional to the
length of the triangle edges.

An affine transformation defined by the 3×3 matrix Q and dis-
placement vector d, which, for notational convenience, we write as
Q+d, transforms these four vertices as follows:

Qvi +d = ṽi, i ∈ 1 . . .4. (2)

If we subtract the first equation from the others to eliminate d and
rewrite them in matrix form treating the vectors as columns, we get
QV = Ṽ where

V = [v2 −v1 v3 −v1 v4 −v1]
Ṽ = [ṽ2 − ṽ1 ṽ3 − ṽ1 ṽ4 − ṽ1]

. (3)

A closed form expression for Q is given by

Q = ṼV−1. (4)
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Figure 2: We encode a source deformation with an affine transformation for each source triangle and relate the transformations to the target
through a user supplied triangle correspondence. (A) Using only the non-translational component of the source transformations transfers the
change in orientation and scale to the target triangles but does not position them appropriately relative to their neighbors. (B) Using the source
displacements gives a disconnected shape since consistency requirements are not enforced. (C) Deformation transfer solves a constrained
optimization problem for a new set of target transformations that are as close as possible to the source transformations while enforcing the
consistency requirements: shared vertices must be transformed to the same place.

We use Equation 4 to compute the source transformations
S1, . . . ,S|S| that encode the change in shape induced by the defor-
mation, where S refers to the set of triangle indices for the source
mesh.

In order to relate the source deformation to the target mesh with
the set of triangle indices T , the user supplies a mapping M between
the set indices for the source and target triangles:

M = {(s1, t1),(s2, t2), . . . ,(s|M|, t|M|)}. (5)

A pair (si, ti) indicates that the target triangle with index ti should
deform like the source triangle with index si. This mapping allows
transferred deformations to originate from any region of the source
mesh. There are no restrictions on M. In most cases, it is a general
many-to-many mapping, but it can also be bijective (one-to-one and
onto), surjective (onto), or not-onto. This generality enables trans-
fer between meshes of different tessellations.

Our strategy is to transfer the source transformations via the cor-
respondence map to the target. The non-translational portion S of
a source affine transformation S+d encodes the change in triangle
shape induced by the source deformation. However, we cannot ap-
ply S directly to the corresponding target triangle since S encodes
only the change in orientation and size and not the positioning of
the triangle relative to its neighbors (Figure 2 A). Furthermore, we
cannot use the source displacement vectors to resolve this problem
since their lengths depend on the size and position of the source
shape. Doing so yields a discontinuous shape (Figure 2 B) and ex-
poses the fact that our deformation representation affords too many
degrees of freedom. It allows the triangles to be transformed arbi-
trarily even though neighboring triangles share vertices.

In order to ensure that the affine transformations, when applied
to the target mesh, are consistent with respect to one another, we
require that shared vertices be transformed to the same place (Fig-
ure 3). For the set of target affine transformations T1 +d1 . . .T|T |+
d|T | this requirement is

T jvi +d j = Tkvi +dk, ∀i, ∀ j,k ∈ p(vi), (6)

where p(vi) is the set of all triangles that share vertex vi.
In order to transfer the source deformation onto the target mesh

while maintaining these consistency requirements (Figure 2 C),
deformation transfer minimizes the difference between the non-
translational components of the source and target transformations
and enforces the consistency constraints in Equation 6 by solv-
ing the following constrained optimization problem for the target

k ∈p(v) vj ∈p(v) ...Tj v+dj = Tk v+dk = v v... k ∈p(v)j ∈p(v)~ ~

Figure 3: In order to maintain consistency, the affine transforma-
tions for all triangles j,k ∈ p(v) that share vertex v must transform
v to the same position.

affine transformations:

min
T1+d1...T|T |+d|T |

|M|

∑
j=1

!!Ss j −Tt j

!!2
F

subject to T jvi +d j = Tkvi +dk, ∀i, ∀ j,k ∈ p(vi).

(7)

The matrix norm || · ||F is the Frobenius norm, or the square root of
the sum of the squared matrix elements.

A solution of this optimization problem defines a continuous de-
formation of the target mesh up to a global translation. The global
translation can be defined explicitly by setting the displacement di
for any target triangle. In addition, other positional constraints such
as foot placement can also be added.

4 Vertex Formulation

Although the formulation of deformation transfer in Equation 7 can
be solved with quadratic programming techniques, a more efficient
method eliminates the constraints by reformulating the problem in
terms of vertex positions. The key idea is to define the unknown tar-
get transformations in terms of the triangles’ vertices. Then, rather
than solving for the entries of the affine transformations, we solve
directly for the deformed vertex positions. This method satisfies
all constraints because, by construction, any shared vertex will be
transformed to the same location.

For each target triangle, we add a fourth undeformed vertex
(Equation 1) and write the non-translational portion of the affine
transformation in terms of the undeformed and deformed vertices
T = ṼV−1. The elements of V−1 depend on the known, unde-
formed vertices of the target shape. The elements of Ṽ are the co-
ordinates of the unknown deformed vertices. Thus, the elements of
T are linear combinations of the coordinates of the unknown de-
formed vertices.
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Rewriting this problem, it becomes like  

where x  are the unknowns (components of v), 
the rest are known  

We can solve this kind of problem by solving a 
linear equation  
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Given this definition, we rewrite the minimization problem as

min
ṽ1...ṽn

|M|

∑
j=1

!!Ss j −Tt j

!!2
F . (8)

Since the target transformations are defined in terms of the un-
known deformed target vertices, the minimization is over the ver-
tices themselves and the continuity constraints are implicitly satis-
fied. Positional vertex constraints can be enforced by simply treat-
ing a vertex as a constant rather than as a free variable.

The solution to this optimization problem is the solution to a
system of linear equations. Rewriting the problem in matrix form
yields

min
ṽ1...ṽn

||c−Ax̃||22 (9)

where x̃ is a vector of the unknown deformed vertex locations, c is
a vector containing entries from the source transformations, and A
is a large, sparse matrix that relates x̃ to c. Setting the gradient of
the objective function to zero gives the familiar normal equations:

ATAx̃ = ATc (10)

The entries in A depend only on the target mesh’s undeformed ver-
tex locations. Furthermore, the system is separable in the spatial
dimension of the vertices. Thus, for each source/target pair, we
compute and store the LU factorization of ATA only once. Retar-
geting any source deformation onto the target mesh only requires
performing backsubstitution to solve separately for the x, y, and z
components of the deformed target vertices. For efficiency, we use
a sparse LU solver [Davis 2003]. Since the columns of A corre-
spond to the unknown deformed target vertices, and since we add
an extra vertex for each triangle, the number of columns of A (and
hence the number rows and columns of ATA) is equal to the number
of vertices plus the number of triangles of the target mesh. Table 1
lists the vertex and triangle counts for the meshes in this paper, and
Table 2 lists the factorization and average backsubstitution times.

5 Correspondence

The correspondence between the source and target triangles defines
how the deformation of the source mesh should be transferred to
the target. We aid the creation of this mapping with a tool that auto-
matically computes the triangle correspondence from a small set of
m user selected marker points. Our correspondence technique is an
iterated closest point algorithm with regularization, aided by user
selected marker points, that deforms the source mesh into the target
mesh. Then, it computes the triangle correspondence by search-
ing for pairs of source and target triangles whose centroids are in
close proximity. Figure 4 illustrates this process. Our correspon-
dence system is similar to the template fitting procedure described
by Allen, Curless, and Popović [2003] but developed in the context
of our numerical framework.

The correspondence system solves a minimization problem sim-
ilar to the one we use for deformation transfer, but the objective
function is designed to deform one mesh into the other, rather than
deforming it like the other deforms. The user controls the deforma-
tion by supplying a set of marker points specified as pairs of source
and target vertex indices. Each pair indicates that the source ver-
tex, after deformation, should match the location of the target ver-
tex. These markers are enforced as constraints in the minimization.
The objective function contains a term that enforces deformation
smoothness, one that prevents over smoothing, and one that moves
the source vertices to the target mesh.

Deformation smoothness, ES, indicates that the transformations
for adjacent triangles should be equal. For a mesh with n vertices,
we let T be the set of triangle indices and T1 +d1 . . .T|T | +d|T | be
the affine transformations that define the deformation. Then,

ES(v1 . . .vn) =
|T |

∑
i=1

∑
j∈adj(i)

||Ti −T j||2F . (11)
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Figure 4: The correspondence algorithm deforms the source mesh
into the target, controlled by user selected marker points shown in
yellow. (A) Target mesh. (B) Source mesh. (C) Source mesh after
the first phase of deformation where the closest valid point term
is ignored. (D) Final deformed mesh using all three terms of the
objective function.

Here, T1, . . . ,T|T | are defined in terms of the target vertices accord-
ing to Equation 4, and adj(i) is the set of triangles adjacent to tri-
angle i. Note that this term is minimized when the change in defor-
mation, and not the mesh itself, is smooth. For example, regardless
of the smoothness of the mesh, any rigid transformation applied to
all triangles is a valid minimum for ES.

Deformation identity, EI , is minimized when all transformations
are equal to the identity matrix:

EI(v1 . . .vn) =
|T |

∑
i=1

||Ti − I||2F . (12)

The purpose of this term is to prevent the deformation smoothness
term from generating a drastic change in the shape of the mesh in
order to achieve optimal smoothness.

The closest valid point term, EC, indicates that the position of
each vertex of the source mesh should be equal to the closest valid
point on the target mesh.

EC(v1 . . .vn,c1 . . .cn) =
n

∑
i=1

||vi − ci||2, (13)

where ci is the closest valid point on the source mesh to target vertex
i. When computing the closest valid point, vertex normals of the
source mesh are compared with triangle normals of the target mesh
and a difference in orientation of less than 90◦ indicates a valid
point. A grid-based spatial sorting algorithm accelerates the closest
point computation.

To compute the deformed vertices ṽ1 . . . ṽn of the source mesh,
we define the following minimization problem

min
ṽ1...ṽn

E(v1 . . .vn,c1 . . .cn) = wSES +wIEI +wCEC

subject to ṽsk = mk, k ∈ 1 . . .m
(14)

where wS, wI , and wC are weights, sk is the source vertex index for
marker k, and mk is the position of marker k on the target mesh. We
solve this minimization in two phases. In the first phase, we ignore
the closet point term by using weights wS = 1.0, wI = 0.001, and
wC = 0. We solve the problem for the deformed source mesh (Fig-
ure 4 B). The marker points of the deformed mesh will match ex-
actly since they are specified as constraints, and the rest of the mesh
will be carried along by the smoothness and identity terms. We use
this initial estimation to compute a set of valid closest points. Then,
in the second phase, we solve the same problem increasing wC each
time and updating the closest points after each iteration. Preserving
wS = 1.0 and wI = 0.001 while increasing wC in four steps from
1.0 to 5000.0 produced good results in our tests. Each time the
minimization problem is solved, the source mesh is deformed from
its original undeformed state. Since wC increases, the source mesh
more closely approximates the target mesh after each iteration (Fig-
ure 4 C).

Once the source mesh has been deformed to match the shape of
the target mesh, we compute the triangle correspondences by com-
paring the centroids of the deformed source and target triangles.
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Given this definition, we rewrite the minimization problem as

min
ṽ1...ṽn

|M|

∑
j=1

!!Ss j −Tt j

!!2
F . (8)

Since the target transformations are defined in terms of the un-
known deformed target vertices, the minimization is over the ver-
tices themselves and the continuity constraints are implicitly satis-
fied. Positional vertex constraints can be enforced by simply treat-
ing a vertex as a constant rather than as a free variable.

The solution to this optimization problem is the solution to a
system of linear equations. Rewriting the problem in matrix form
yields

min
ṽ1...ṽn

||c−Ax̃||22 (9)

where x̃ is a vector of the unknown deformed vertex locations, c is
a vector containing entries from the source transformations, and A
is a large, sparse matrix that relates x̃ to c. Setting the gradient of
the objective function to zero gives the familiar normal equations:

ATAx̃ = ATc (10)

The entries in A depend only on the target mesh’s undeformed ver-
tex locations. Furthermore, the system is separable in the spatial
dimension of the vertices. Thus, for each source/target pair, we
compute and store the LU factorization of ATA only once. Retar-
geting any source deformation onto the target mesh only requires
performing backsubstitution to solve separately for the x, y, and z
components of the deformed target vertices. For efficiency, we use
a sparse LU solver [Davis 2003]. Since the columns of A corre-
spond to the unknown deformed target vertices, and since we add
an extra vertex for each triangle, the number of columns of A (and
hence the number rows and columns of ATA) is equal to the number
of vertices plus the number of triangles of the target mesh. Table 1
lists the vertex and triangle counts for the meshes in this paper, and
Table 2 lists the factorization and average backsubstitution times.

5 Correspondence

The correspondence between the source and target triangles defines
how the deformation of the source mesh should be transferred to
the target. We aid the creation of this mapping with a tool that auto-
matically computes the triangle correspondence from a small set of
m user selected marker points. Our correspondence technique is an
iterated closest point algorithm with regularization, aided by user
selected marker points, that deforms the source mesh into the target
mesh. Then, it computes the triangle correspondence by search-
ing for pairs of source and target triangles whose centroids are in
close proximity. Figure 4 illustrates this process. Our correspon-
dence system is similar to the template fitting procedure described
by Allen, Curless, and Popović [2003] but developed in the context
of our numerical framework.

The correspondence system solves a minimization problem sim-
ilar to the one we use for deformation transfer, but the objective
function is designed to deform one mesh into the other, rather than
deforming it like the other deforms. The user controls the deforma-
tion by supplying a set of marker points specified as pairs of source
and target vertex indices. Each pair indicates that the source ver-
tex, after deformation, should match the location of the target ver-
tex. These markers are enforced as constraints in the minimization.
The objective function contains a term that enforces deformation
smoothness, one that prevents over smoothing, and one that moves
the source vertices to the target mesh.

Deformation smoothness, ES, indicates that the transformations
for adjacent triangles should be equal. For a mesh with n vertices,
we let T be the set of triangle indices and T1 +d1 . . .T|T | +d|T | be
the affine transformations that define the deformation. Then,

ES(v1 . . .vn) =
|T |

∑
i=1

∑
j∈adj(i)

||Ti −T j||2F . (11)
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Figure 4: The correspondence algorithm deforms the source mesh
into the target, controlled by user selected marker points shown in
yellow. (A) Target mesh. (B) Source mesh. (C) Source mesh after
the first phase of deformation where the closest valid point term
is ignored. (D) Final deformed mesh using all three terms of the
objective function.

Here, T1, . . . ,T|T | are defined in terms of the target vertices accord-
ing to Equation 4, and adj(i) is the set of triangles adjacent to tri-
angle i. Note that this term is minimized when the change in defor-
mation, and not the mesh itself, is smooth. For example, regardless
of the smoothness of the mesh, any rigid transformation applied to
all triangles is a valid minimum for ES.

Deformation identity, EI , is minimized when all transformations
are equal to the identity matrix:

EI(v1 . . .vn) =
|T |

∑
i=1

||Ti − I||2F . (12)

The purpose of this term is to prevent the deformation smoothness
term from generating a drastic change in the shape of the mesh in
order to achieve optimal smoothness.

The closest valid point term, EC, indicates that the position of
each vertex of the source mesh should be equal to the closest valid
point on the target mesh.

EC(v1 . . .vn,c1 . . .cn) =
n

∑
i=1

||vi − ci||2, (13)

where ci is the closest valid point on the source mesh to target vertex
i. When computing the closest valid point, vertex normals of the
source mesh are compared with triangle normals of the target mesh
and a difference in orientation of less than 90◦ indicates a valid
point. A grid-based spatial sorting algorithm accelerates the closest
point computation.

To compute the deformed vertices ṽ1 . . . ṽn of the source mesh,
we define the following minimization problem

min
ṽ1...ṽn

E(v1 . . .vn,c1 . . .cn) = wSES +wIEI +wCEC

subject to ṽsk = mk, k ∈ 1 . . .m
(14)

where wS, wI , and wC are weights, sk is the source vertex index for
marker k, and mk is the position of marker k on the target mesh. We
solve this minimization in two phases. In the first phase, we ignore
the closet point term by using weights wS = 1.0, wI = 0.001, and
wC = 0. We solve the problem for the deformed source mesh (Fig-
ure 4 B). The marker points of the deformed mesh will match ex-
actly since they are specified as constraints, and the rest of the mesh
will be carried along by the smoothness and identity terms. We use
this initial estimation to compute a set of valid closest points. Then,
in the second phase, we solve the same problem increasing wC each
time and updating the closest points after each iteration. Preserving
wS = 1.0 and wI = 0.001 while increasing wC in four steps from
1.0 to 5000.0 produced good results in our tests. Each time the
minimization problem is solved, the source mesh is deformed from
its original undeformed state. Since wC increases, the source mesh
more closely approximates the target mesh after each iteration (Fig-
ure 4 C).

Once the source mesh has been deformed to match the shape of
the target mesh, we compute the triangle correspondences by com-
paring the centroids of the deformed source and target triangles.
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Deformation Transfer : Results

http://people.csail.mit.edu/sumner/research/deftransfer/ 

CAV : Lecture 1

Taku Komura   28

Shape Modelling and Editing 

Designing shapes, editing shapes



Today 
– Laplacian mesh editing 
– As-rigid-as possible shape interpolation  
– Deformation Transfer 
– Generalized Barycentric Coordinates



Barycentric Coordinates 

Given a polygon with N vertices, the barycentric 
coordinates is a N dimensional vector 

We can use it to represent a position in the space with 
respect to the N points of the polygon 

We can also use it to interpolate attribute values defined 
at the N vertices of the polygon



Interpolation
Geometric interpolation – derive the global 

coordinates for a position in parametric cell 
space 

Attribute interpolation – derive the attribute 
value for a position defined in parametric 
cell space

are called barycentric coordinates
Demo

v

p1

p2 p3

p4
p5

v

f1

f2 f3

f4
p5

f(v)

http://www.lidberg.se/math/shapetransforms/barycentric.html

http://www.lidberg.se/math/shapetransforms/barycentric.html


Barycentric Coordinates 



Applications 
Surface Deformation

Control Mesh Surface Computing Weights Deformation

216 triangles 30,000 triangles 1.9 seconds 0.03 seconds



Applications 
Surface Deformation

Control Mesh Surface Computing Weights Deformation

98 triangles 96,966 triangles 3.3 seconds 0.09 seconds



Applications 
Boundary Value Problems



Applications 
Solid Textures

Interpolating the texture coordinates  
Extend texture to interior



How to compute the barycentric 
coordinates for each point? 

x

p0

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

r

s



Wachspress coordinates

http://www.lidberg.se/math/shapetransforms/wachspress.html



Mean Value Coordinates
A good and smooth barycentric coordinates 

that can smoothly interpolate the boundary 
values 

Also works well for concave polygons  
There is also a 3D version 



Comparison

[Wachspress 1975]
Mean Value Coordinates 

[Floater 2003, Hormann 2004]



Previous Work

[Wachspress 1975]
Mean Value Coordinates 

[Floater 2003, Hormann 2004]



Previous Work

[Wachspress 1975]
Mean Value Coordinates 

[Floater 2003, Hormann 2004]



Previous Work

[Wachspress 1975]
Mean Value Coordinates 

[Floater 2003, Hormann 2004]



Application: 
Surface Deformation

pi
v



Application: 
Surface Deformation

pi
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Application: 
Surface Deformation

v̂=∑ wi ̂pi
∑ wi

̂pipi
v

v̂



Application: 
Surface Deformation

v pi

v̂=∑ wi ̂pi
∑ wi

v̂

̂pi



Interpolation : problem polygon

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egf4m6zVHUI



Harmonic Coordinates
The problem with Mean Value Coordinates is that 

their values are affected by the Euclidean 
distance but not the distance that needs to be 
travelled 

Affected by geometrically close points 

Harmonic Scalar Field 
– The value depends on the distance travelled 

inside the polygon 
Not affected by the Euclidean distance but the 

geodesic distance



Harmonic Coordinates : 
Procedure

- For each vertex i of the cage, set the potential 
  value of vi to 1, and the rest to 0 
- Compute the potential for all the points inside 

the the polygon (pi) by solving a Laplace 
equation (as taught in Lecture 12) 

(p1, p2, ...., pn) is the harmonic coordinates 
for each point after normalization 
The global position of the point can be expressed 

in the form  
P = p1 v1 + p2 v2 + … + pn vn



Harmonic Coordinates: 
comparison



Barycentric Coordinates 
Summary

Triangulation / Tetrahedralization 
Only C0 continuous at the boundaries 

Wachspress coordinates 
Can only handle convex objects 

Mean value coordinates 
Can handle concave objects well to some extent 
Values affected by geometrically close control points 
Defined outside the polygon too 

Harmonic Coordinates 
Can handle concave objects well 
Only defined inside the polygon



Summary

Modelling surfaces  
• Deforming surfaces 

– Laplacian Coordinates 
– As-rigid-as possible shape interpolation 

• Generalized Barycentric Coordinates
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